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Abstract

In this report, we discuss the application of global optimization and Evolutionary

Computation to distributed systems. We therefore selected and classified many publi-

cations, giving an insight into the wide variety of optimization problems which arise in

distributed systems. Some interesting approaches from different areas will be discussed

in greater detail with the use of illustrative examples.

1 Introduction

In this report, we will discuss different applications of global optimization for improving the
features of distributed systems. Optimization algorithms are methods for finding optimal
configurations of different features of their solution candidates. Many aspects of distributed
systems are configurable or depend on parameter settings, such as the topology, security,
and routing. Hence, there is a huge potential for using global optimization algorithms in
order to improve them.

And indeed, this potential is widely utilized. The study by Sinclair [1] from 1999 reported
that more than 120 papers had been published on work which employed Evolutionary Com-
putation for optimizing network topology and dimension, node placement, trees, routing,
and wavelength and frequency allocation. The incredibly comprehensive master’s thesis by
Kampstra from 2005 [2, 3] builds on this aforementioned study and classifies over 400 papers.
According to Kampstra, communication networks was the field with the most researchers
listed in EvoWeb, the European Network of Excellence in Evolutionary Computing, in 2005.1

The first workshop on this topic, Evolutionary Telecommunications [4], took place in 1999.
In the year 2000 alone, two books ([5] and [6]) have been published on the application of
Evolutionary Computation to networking. Additional summary papers appeared around
the same time [7, 8, 9, 10]. The recent studies from Alba and Chicano [11] and Cortés
Achedad et al. [12] as well as the high number of papers published every year show that the
interest in applying global optimization techniques in this problem domain has by no means
decreased.

Most of the mentioned summaries concentrate on giving an overview in form of a more
prosaic version of paper listings. We provide such a listing in a condensed form in Section 4,
but focus on giving clear and detailed in-depth discussions of multiple example applications
and also introduce the optimization algorithms utilized in them. This way, the subject
becomes more tangible for audience which is rooted in only one the two involved subject
areas.

We studied more than 130 papers from two decades of research in evolutionary telecom-
munication. Figure 1 illustrates how these papers distribute over the time from 1987 to
2008. The papers are classified according to the area of application, their optimization

1It still was when we checked their website http://evonet.lri.fr/evoweb/membership/bbsubcat.php
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Figure 1: The Number of Papers studied for this Survey per Year.

goals, problem representations, and the optimization algorithms utilized. Figure 2 gives an
overview of which areas were tackled by the researchers and which optimization algorithm
they applied in the papers we studied. Here, it is important to notice that one paper may
deal with multiple applications at once (like routing algorithms which also perform load
balancing) and may thus occur in multiple columns. The complete subject catalog resulting
from our survey can be found in Section 4. Such a list, however, gives only a limited idea
about the actual approaches that have been developed. Therefore, we will use the following
sections to first discuss the most important optimization algorithms (such as evolutionary
algorithms, Ant Colony Optimization, Simulated Annealing, and Tabu Search) utilized by
the selected research work in the next section. Afterwards, we will take a deeper look into
some interesting optimization approaches from various areas of distributed systems which
stand exemplary for the variety and the potential of this field of research. Different meth-
ods to synthesize or to improve network topologies are outlined in Section 3.1, adaptive or
evolved routing protocols will be discussed in Section 3.2, and different approaches to the
generation of protocols with global optimization algorithms is summarized in Section 3.3.
In Section 3.4, we illustrate some security aspects and how they were optimized by different
research groups before ending our overview on applications with software configuration and
parameter adaption approaches in Section 3.5. After a representative list of publications in
from all these research areas (Section 4), we conclude this paper in Section 5.

2 Global Optimization Algorithms

Global optimization is the branch of applied mathematics and numerical analysis that focuses
on finding the best possible elements from the space of possible solutions according a set of
criteria expressed as mathematical functions. These so-called objective functions may have
multiple local optima. Still, global optimization algorithms are supposed to be able to find
the globally optimal results (or at least, to come close to them).

The goal of this paper is to discuss the application of several heuristic and meta-heuristic
global optimization methods to distributed systems. The purpose of this section is to give
a short overview on these algorithms and to introduce their basic principles.
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Figure 2: The Number of Papers analyzed, broken down to Area and Optimization Method.

2.1 Evolutionary Algorithms

Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are generic, population-based, meta-heuristic optimization
algorithms that use biology-inspired mechanisms like mutation, crossover, natural selection,
and survival of the fittest. [13, 14, 15]

The advantage of evolutionary algorithms compared to other optimization methods is
their “black box” character that makes only few assumptions about the underlying objective
functions. Furthermore, the definition of objective functions usually requires lesser insight to
the structure of the problem space than the manual construction of an admissible heuristic.
EAs therefore perform consistently well in many different problem categories.

Reproduction

create new individuals
from the mating pool by
crossover and mutation

Selection

select the fittest indi-
viduals for reproduction

Evaluation

compute the objective
values of the solution
candidates

Fitness Assignment

use the objective values
to determine fitness
values

Initial Population

create an initial
population of random
individuals

Figure 3: The basic Cycle of Evolutionary Algorithms.

Similar to the evolutionary process in nature, we can distinguish the space of genotypes
G (called search space) and the space of phenotypes X (the problem space). G corresponds
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to the set of all possible DNA sequences on which the reproductive mechanisms such as
sexual recombination and mutation work. In EAs, the definition of G and the operations
applied to its elements g ∈ G is often problem-dependent, but there also exists a set of
well-researched and widely used representations.

The actual living organisms in nature emerge through a process called embryogenesis
from the DNA. This process is copied in evolutionary algorithms in a simplified manner: a
genotype-phenotype mapping (gpm) maps genotypes g ∈ G to solution candidates (pheno-
types) x ∈ X.

The phenotypes represent the possible solutions of an optimization problem and are rated
by a set of objective functions f ∈ F . Based on its objective values in comparison to the
objective values of the other individuals in the population, a fitness value can be assigned
to each individual. Every living creature has features which influence its fitness positively
or negatively. For a fish, such features could be the maximum swimming speed, its size
and stamina, whether it is cunning or has sophisticated social behavior, its energy and food
consumption and so on. From this point of view, the natural evolution is a multi-objective
optimization process, and like in EAs, the objectives may conflict with each other: With
the size of the fish, the number of potential predators decreases but its energy consumption
will increase. The fitness in nature corresponds to the number of offspring that a creature
will produce. The fitness of a fish depends on its “objective values” in relation to the other
individuals of the population. A fish considered slow in one school could be the fastest one
of another.

Again copying nature, evolutionary algorithms utilize sexual and asexual reproduction,
which are implemented in form of crossover and mutation operators and create new geno-
types from existing ones. Since the best solution candidates are selected with the highest
probability, we expect the offspring resulting from the reproduction to also exhibit good char-
acteristics and, hopefully, even better ones. The cycle of reproduction, genotype-phenotype
mapping, objective function computation, fitness assignment, and selection sketched in
Figure 3 will be repeated until the termination criterion is met.

2.1.1 Genetic Algorithms

Genetic algorithms (GAs) are a subclass of evolutionary algorithms where the elements
of the search space G are binary strings (G = B

∗) or arrays of other elementary types.
[16, 17, 18, 19]

The roots of genetic algorithms go back to the mid-1950s, where biologists like Barri-
celli [20; 21; 22; 23] and the computer scientist Fraser [24] began to apply computer-aided
simulations in order to gain more insight into genetic processes and the natural evolution
and selection. Bremermann [25] and Bledsoe [26; 27; 28; 29] used evolutionary approaches
based on binary string genomes for solving inequalities, for function optimization, and for
determining the weights in neural networks (Bledsoe and Browning [30]) in the early 1960s.
. At the end of that decade, important research on such search spaces was contributed by
Bagley [31], Cavicchio, Jr. [32; 33], and Frantz [34] – all based on the ideas of Holland at
the University of Michigan. As a result of Holland’s work [35, 36, 17, 37] genetic algorithms
as a new approach for problem solving could be formalized finally became widely recognized
and popular.

2.1.2 Genetic Programming

The term Genetic Programming [38, 18] has two possible meanings. First, it is often used
to subsume all evolutionary algorithms that produce tree data structures as phenotypes.
Second, we can also define it as the set of all evolutionary algorithms that breed programs,
algorithms, and similar constructs.

The history of Genetic Programming [39] goes back to the early days of computer science.
In 1957, Friedberg [40] left the first footprints in this area by using a learning algorithm to
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stepwise improve a program. The program was represented as a sequence of instructions
for a theoretical computer called Herman [40, 41]. Friedberg did not use an evolutionary,
population-based approach for searching the programs.

The evolutionary programming approach for evolving finite state machines by Fogel et al.
[42] dates back to 1966. In order to build predictive behaviors, different forms of mutation
(but no crossover) were used for creating offspring from successful individuals.

Fourteen years later, the next generation of scientists began to look for ways to evolve
programs. New results were reported by Smith [43] in his PhD thesis in 1980. Forsyth
[44] evolved trees denoting fully bracketed Boolean expressions for classification problems in
1981 [44, 45, 46].

Genetic Programming became fully accepted at the end of this productive decade mainly
because of the work of Koza [47; 48]. He also studied many benchmark applications of
Genetic Programming, such as learning of Boolean functions [49, 50], the Artificial Ant
problem [51, 52, 38], and symbolic regression [49, 38], a method for obtaining mathematical
expressions that match given data samples.

2.2 Ant Colony Optimization

Inspired by the research done by Deneubourg et al. [53], [54, 55] on real ants and probably
by the simulation experiments by Stickland et al. [56], Dorigo et al. [57] developed the Ant
Colony Optimization (ACO) Algorithm for problems that can be reduced to finding optimal
paths in graphs in 1996. [58, 59, 60, 61, 62] Ant Colony Optimization is based on the
metaphor of ants seeking food. In order to do so, an ant will leave the anthill and begin
to wander into a random direction. While the little insect paces around, it lays a trail of
pheromone. Thus, after the ant has found some food, it can track its way back. By doing
so, it distributes another layer of pheromone on the path. An ant that senses the pheromone
will follow its trail with a certain probability. Each ant that finds the food will excrete some
pheromone on the path. By time, the pheromone density of the path will increase and more
and more ants will follow it to the food and back. The higher the pheromone density, the
more likely will an ant stay on a trail. However, the pheromones vaporize after some time.
If all the food is collected, they will no longer be renewed and the path will disappear after
a while. Now, the ants will head to new, random locations.

This process of distributing and tracking pheromones is one form of stigmergy and was
first described by Grassé [63]. Today, we subsume many different ways of communication
by modifying the environment under this term, which can be divided into two groups:
sematectonic and sign-based [64]. According to Wilson [65], we call modifications in the
environment due to a task-related action which leads other entities involved in this task to
change their behavior sematectonic stigmergy. If an ant drops a ball of mud somewhere,
this may cause other ants to place mud balls at the same location. Step by step, these
effects can cumulatively lead to the growth of complex structures. Sematectonic stigmergy
has been simulated on computer systems by, for instance, Théraulaz and Bonabeau [66] and
with robotic systems by Werfel and Nagpal [67], [68, 69].

The second form, sign-based stigmergy, is not directly task-related. It has been attained
evolutionary by social insects which use a wide range of pheromones and hormones for
communication.

The sign-based stigmergy is copied by Ant Colony Optimization [57], where optimization
problems are visualized as (directed) graphs. First, a set of ants performs randomized
walks through the graphs. Proportional to the goodness of the solutions denoted by the
paths, pheromones are laid out, i. e., the probability to walk into the direction of the paths
is shifted. The ants run again through the graph, following the previously distributed
pheromone. However, they will not exactly follow these paths. Instead, they may deviate
from these routes by taking other turns at junctions, since their walk is still randomized.
The pheromones modify the probability distributions.
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2.3 Simulated Annealing

In 1953, Metropolis et al. [70] developed a Monte Carlo method for “calculating the prop-
erties of any substance which may be considered as composed of interacting individual
molecules”. With this so-called “Metropolis” procedure stemming from statistical mechan-
ics, the manner in which metal crystals reconfigure and reach equilibria in the process of
annealing can be simulated. This inspired Kirkpatrick et al. [71] to develop the Simulated
Annealing (SA) algorithm for global optimization in the early 1980s and to apply it to var-
ious combinatorial optimization problems. Independently, Černý [72] employed a similar
approach to the travelling salesman problem [73, 74]. Simulated Annealing is an optimiza-
tion method that can be applied to arbitrary search and problem spaces. Like simple hill
climbing algorithms, Simulated Annealing only needs a single initial individual as starting
point and a unary search operation.

In metallurgy and material science, annealing is a heat treatment of material with the
goal of altering its properties such as hardness. Metal crystals have small defects, dislocations
of ions which weaken the overall structure. By heating the metal, the energy of the ions
and, thus, their diffusion rate is increased. Then, the dislocations can be destroyed and the
structure of the crystal is reformed as the material cools down and approaches its equilibrium
state. When annealing metal, the initial temperature must not be too low and the cooling
must be done sufficiently slowly so as to avoid the system getting stuck in a meta-stable,
non-crystalline, state representing a local minimum of energy.

Simple hill climbing algorithms iteratively create new solution candidates xi+1 from an
existing one xi and move on to this new offspring if it has better objective values only.
Simulated Annealing enhance this scheme by also accepting worse solution candidates with
a non-zero probability P (∆f) which exponentially decreases with the number of iterations
t. Here, the objective function is subject to minimization and corresponds to the energy
level of annealing steel. kB is the Boltzmann constant.

∆f = f(xi+1) − f(xi) (1)

P (∆f) =

{

e
−

∆f
kBt if ∆f > 0

1 otherwise
(2)

Nolte and Schrader [75] and van Laarhoven and Aarts [76] provide lists of the most
important works showing that Simulated Annealing will converge to the global optimum if
t → ∞ iterations are performed, including the studies of Hajek [77]. Nolte and Schrader
[75] further list research providing deterministic, non-infinite boundaries for the asymptotic
convergence by Anily and Federgruen [78], Gidas [79], Nolte and Schrader [80], Mitra et al.
[81].

2.4 Tabu Search

Tabu Search (TS) has been developed by Glover [82] in the mid 1980s [83]. Some of the basic
ideas were introduced by Hansen [84] and further contributions in terms of formalizing this
method have been made by Glover [85; 86], and de Werra and Hertz [87] (as summarized
by Hertz et al. [88] in their tutorial on Tabu Search) as well as by Battiti and Tecchiolli [89]
and Cvijović and Klinowski [90].

The word “tabu” stems from Polynesia and describes a sacred place or object. Things
that are tabu must be left alone and may not be visited or touched. Tabu Search extends hill
climbing by this concept – it declares solution candidates which have already been visited
as tabu. Hence, they must not be visited again and the optimization process is less likely to
get stuck on a local optimum. The simplest realization of this approach is to use a list which
stores all solution candidates that have already been tested. If a newly created phenotype
can be found in this list, it is not investigated but rejected right away. Of course, the list
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cannot grow infinitely but has a finite maximum length n. If the n + 1st solution candidate
is added, the first one must be removed. If some distance measure in the problem space
X is available, a certain perimeter around the listed solution candidates can be declared as
tabu. More complex approaches will store specific properties of the individuals instead of the
phenotypes themselves in the list. This will not only lead to more complicated algorithms,
but may also reject new solutions which actually are very good. Therefore, aspiration criteria
can be defined which override the tabu list and allow certain individuals.

3 Examples

In the following sections, we will discuss a set of interesting applications from five different
areas of network optimization. For the sake of simplicity, we use a coarser classification of
these areas as done in the very fine-grained Figure 2. While the delivery of broadcast or
multicast messages is considered as a distinct topic in Figure 2, for instance, we will subsume
it here under the subject of routing.

3.1 Optimizing Network Topology

The topology of a network is a graph that defines which of the nodes are able to communicate
with each other. The structure of any network, be it a distributed system, a social network,
or a transportation system, can be described as such a graph. Especially for communication
networks, the topology and the features of the nodes and links are very important since they
define the maximum throughput, the latency and hops between the nodes, the robustness in
terms of link failures, the installation costs, etc. These are also exactly the objectives which
can be optimized when global optimization algorithms are used to design the networks, the
network topologies, and the features of the hardware to be utilized.

The application of Evolutionary Computation in this area has a very long tradition,
starting with the works of Coombs and Davis [91], Michalewicz [92], and Kumar et al. [93]
between 1987 and 1992. Before the year 2000, more than 30 papers had been published
in this area [94] and their number is still increasing. In this section, we will outline three
interesting applications of topology optimization tasks: the Terminal Assignment Problem,
the self-organized improvement of singular networks, and a European research initiative for
planning a large-scale optical network.

3.1.1 Solving the Terminal Assignment Problem

The goal of the Terminal Assignment (TA) problem is to determine the minimum cost
links to connect a given set of nodes (the terminals) to another (disjoint) set of nodes
(the concentrators). The required capacity of each terminal is known and may vary from
terminal to terminal. The capacity of the concentrators is also known and so are the costs
for linking them to the terminals. Each terminal must be linked to exactly one concentrator
in a way that the maximum capacity of no concentrators is exceeded. An assignment has to
be found under the objective of minimizing the total costs. This problem is NP-hard [95],
except for the special case where all terminals have the same capacity requirements and all
concentrators have the same capacity.

Abuali et al. [96] were the first researchers who applied genetic algorithms to instances
of this problem where the capacity of all concentrators was equal. Khuri and Chiu [97]
investigated the utility of different heuristic algorithms, including greedy approaches and
genetic algorithms for the general case where the capacities of the single concentrators differ.
In their first genetic approach, Khuri and Chiu [97] use a terminal-centric representation
in form of a string genome G = X = N

n consisting of natural numbers, where n is the
number of terminals. The value of a gene si from the genotype/phenotype string S =
(s1, s2, .., sn) stands for the concentrator to which the ith terminal is connected. Strings
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that were infeasible, i. e., violate at least one of the constraints given above, are penalized
with an offset separating them from all feasible solutions. Additionally, Khuri and Chiu [97]
also applied their grouping genetic algorithm (GGA) to this problem. The results of their
work indicated that the original genetic algorithm provided better results than the greedy
approach which, in turn, outperformed the grouping GA.

Yao et al. [98] applied a hybrid evolutionary algorithm (i. e., a Memetic Algorithm) to
a multi-objective variant of this problem where, besides the total cost, also the number of
concentrators used is to be minimized. They furthermore abandon the terminal-centric rep-
resentation in favor of a concentrator-centric genome consisting of m trees of depth 1, where
m is the number of concentrators. Each concentrator is represented as root of a tree and
terminals are leaves linked to these roots. If a root has no children, then the corresponding
concentrator is not used. The experimental results of Yao et al. [98] showed that evolu-
tionary algorithms hybridized with Lamarckian or Baldwin local search [99] both perform
approximately equally well and are suitable for solving the terminal assignment problem.
The concentrator-based representation also showed to advantageous in these experiments
compared with the terminal-centric genome.

3.1.2 Singular, Selfish, and Self-Organized (S3) Networks

Another interesting topology optimization approach is the iterative online method for self-
organizing networks of selfish nodes defined by Zweig [100]. Her algorithm is not population-
based – at any point in time there is exactly one (singular) network. In each time step, one
node may modify the edges to its neighbors by either adding one connection (from itself) to
another node or removing one edge attached to it.

If this modification seems to be advantageous from the perspective of the node (therefore
selfish), it is committed, otherwise it is rejected. As a measure for the utility of a modifica-
tion, a node may, for instance, compute the maximum distance from itself to any other node
or the sum of the distances to all other nodes. In [101], it is shown that self-organization
algorithms minimizing such objectives can decrease the diameter of a network down to a
certain threshold in polynomial time.

Zweig [100] refers to this approach as evolutionary algorithm. Since its population has
the size one and only a unary reproduction operator is used, one may rather consider it as
a hill climbing with “evolutionary” aspects in the sense of steady improvements.

3.1.3 Optimization of an Optical Network for Europe

The last application of global optimization to topology optimization that we will summa-
rize here is the research project 239 of the European Cooperation in the field of Scientific
and Technical Research (COST). The partners in the COST Action 239 [102] studied the
feasibility of plans for an European Optical Network (EON), a transparent optical overlay
network capable of carrying all the international traffic between twenty of the main centers
of Europe [103]. The initial design for this network is illustrated in Figure 4.

Sinclair [104] evolved a network topology for EON using a genetic algorithm with an ob-
jective function that took the estimated traffic on the links between the nodes and weights
of the nodes themselves into account. This way, he was able to achieve significant im-
provements of both, costs and reliability, compared to the topology initially designed [105].
The same group of researchers later applied a similar GA to also optimize the route and
wave length assignment for such a network. Again, they obtained results superior to initial
expectations [106].

In [103] and [94], they tried out four different Genetic Programming approaches for the
topology optimization problem and compared them with the initial genetic algorithm. We
will outline the representations used in these approaches on the example from [104] con-
cerning only the N = 9 central nodes (Amsterdam, Berlin, Brussels, Luxembourg, London,
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Figure 4: The initial network design of the EON network [104, 105].

Milano, Paris, Prague, and Zurich). In Figure 4, the black dots stand for these central nodes
and the black lines for the connections between them.

The Genetic Algorithm In the genetic algorithm, Sinclair used a genome where each
of the L = 1

2N(N − 1) = 1
2 ∗ 9 ∗ 8 = 36 possible links between these nine metropolises was

represented by one bit. When a bit in the genotype is set, the corresponding link is present
in the network plan. The central topology from Figure 4 thus translates to the genotype in
Figure 5 (which effectively encodes the connection matrix).
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11100010 0101010 110101 00100 0000 111 01 1 GPM

LID=0 LID=8 LID=15 LID=21 26 30 33 35

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8Node-Id:

Figure 5: The genotype representing the connection matrix of the nine central nodes of
EON.

Genetic Programming with a Relational Function Set In the Genetic Programming
approach with a relational function set (RFS), a function isLinkThere(LID) was evolved which
evaluates to 1 if the link LID is present and 0 otherwise. Therefore, each of the L = 36 possible
links is associated with a unique number from the interval [0..L− 1]. The terminal symbols
available for GP are the link ID LID (i. e., the parameter of isLinkThere) and constants. As
function set, addition (+) and subtraction (-) modulo L are provided together with greater
than (>) and less than (<) which return 1 if their first argument is greater or lesser than their
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second one. The decision function if returns the value of its second argument if the first
one equals to 1 and the value of the third one otherwise. Since the function evolved could
return values from 0 to L − 1, a wrapper function was used which mapped these values to
either 0 or 1. Fig. 6.1 sketches how such a symbolic regression-like GP representation of the
bit string from Figure 5 may look like, using the LIDs as defined there.

if

< 1 if

LID 33 LID 32

LID 3 > - ...

Fig. 6.1: The RFS approach.

if lt-

1 if gt-

LID 33

LID 32

LID 3

- ...

Fig. 6.2: The decision tree method (DT).

0 2

con

31 3

75

con

con

con

con

con

Fig. 6.3: The connective approach (CN).

ia

add tpl

rev

ia4

dbl ia4 add ia4

revadd add add

ia

add

add

ia

ia

(0,0)

(0,1)

(1,0) (1,0)

(0,1)

(4,1) (4,1)

(8,1)

(1,0)

(2,0) (2,0)

(3,0) (3,0)

(3,0) (7,0)

(0,7)

(1,8)

(7,0)

...

Fig. 6.4: The node-pair encoding GP (NP2).

Figure 6: Snippets from the GP representations of the bit string from Figure 5

Genetic Programming for Decision Trees With their DT-Genetic Programming ap-
proach, Aiyarak, Saket, and Sinclair [103] extended this method by combing the < and >

operators with the if statement, yielding the new if-lt and if-gt expression. With this
modification, they wanted to evolve decision trees and hoped to reduce the computational
effort for finding solutions. For illustration purposes, we translated the program from Fig. 6.1
to this representation and depict the result in Fig. 6.2.

Genetic Programming – the Connective Approach The third Genetic Programming
approach (called connected nodes, or CN for short) differs very much from the other two.
As terminal symbols, it only uses node identifiers and it only has one function, con [94].
con simply adds a link between the two nodes identified by its parameters and returns its
first argument. The tree in Fig. 6.3 describes how the network defined in Figure 5 can be
derived.

Node-Pair encoding GP Inspired by the edge encoding method of Luke and Spector
[107], Sinclair designed another Genetic Programming approach to the problem. His node-
pair encoding (NP) involves a tree-to-graph genotype-phenotype mapping which explicitly
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Abbreviation NP1 NP2 Description

rev 1 1 reverse: (a, b) → (b, a)
da 1 2 modulo-decrement a: (a, b) → (a − 1 mod N, a)
ia 1 2 modulo-increment a: (a, b) → (a + 1 mod N, a)
ia2 1 2 modulo-increment a by 2: (a, b) → (a + 2 mod N, a)
ia4 1 2 modulo-increment a by 4: (a, b) → (a + 4 mod N, a)
ia8 1 2 modulo-increment a by 8: (a, b) → (a + 8 mod N, a)
dbl 2 2 plain doubling: pass node pair to both children
tpl 3 3 plain tripling: pass node pair to all three children
add 1 0 if a 6= b create link between a and b

cut 1 0 if a and b are linked, remove the link
nop 0 0 do nothing (terminal)

Table 1: The Node-Types of the NP-approaches.

constructs the network [94, 108]. Table 1 illustrates the function and terminal sets of
two NP variants, which only differ in the number of children of the function nodes (noted
in the columns NP1 and NP2). NP programs work with tuples (a, b) of node IDs with
a, b ∈ [0..N −1] (N = 9 for our example). The program tree is processed from top to bottom
and begins with the input (0, 0) into the root node. Each node can either manipulate the
first element of the tuple (with the functions da, ia, ia2, . . . ), rotate the tuple (rev), create
or cut a connection between the two nodes in the tuple (add or cut), or simply does nothing
(nop). If it has children, it will pass the (resulting) node tuple to all its children. Fig. 6.4
illustrates how a program snippet in NP2 representation is executed and the values of the
node tuples at the different levels.

Summary In [103], Aiyarak, Saket, and Sinclair tested the first three GP approaches
(RFS, DT, and CN) and found that none of them produced solutions with better fitness
than the original genetic algorithm method. RFS-GP performed worst. The DT method
was better than CN on a small test set containing only the nine central nodes and scored
even with the GA. On the complete EON network, CN in turn outperformed DT but was
still worse than the solution provided by the genetic algorithm. All Genetic Programming
approaches needed much (at least five times) more individual evaluations to find their so-
lution than the genetic algorithm. These results were confirmed in [94], where CN and the
two versions of NP were compared with the GA. Again, the GA was the best approach, but
NP2 found the best result for one of the five test problems and came close to the GA in
all other runs. Still, the experiments with Genetic Programming needed much longer than
those with the genetic algorithm.

The lesson from these experiments is that the representation issue, i. e., the way in which
solution candidates are encoded, is very important in optimization. Sometimes a simple,
fixed-length bit string can outperform more complex approaches. And even if one class of
algorithms (like GP) is applied, modifications in the representation used can still lead to
vast differences in performance.

3.2 Optimizing Routing

Routing is the way in which messages are relayed over multiple nodes in a network in
order to reach their destination. Naturally, there often exist multiple different routes from
a source to a destination. The objective of a routing algorithm is to guide the messages
along the shortest possible routes. A path in the network gets blocked if any of its nodes is
congested, i. e., has to process too many message at once. On the other hand, additional
paths may become available as new nodes are connected. Hence, routing algorithms have to
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avoid congestion and should incorporate new links as soon as possible in order to increase
the network utility. In this section, we will discuss six approaches for improving routing
with global optimization algorithms, spanning from the evolution of routing rules, adaptive
routing with ant agents, to the synthesis of broadcast algorithms and the enhancement of
search request distribution in peer-to-peer networks.

3.2.1 Evolving Fault-tolerant Routing Rules

Routing is tightly coupled with the problem of finding the shortest paths from one vertex in
a graph to all others. This problem has been solved in 1959 by Dijkstra [109]. About forty
years later, Kirkwood et al. [110], [111] use Genetic Programming to obtain such paths by
evolution. Their approach is not in competition with Dijkstra’s algorithm, since it aims to
breed robust routing rules for networks where links may fail.

The Genetic Programming system of Kirkwood et al. [110] takes the ID of a target node
and a graph (containing this node) as input. Each node in the graph has a unique ID and
each connection has a certain length. The system then breeds routing rules in form of LISP
S-expressions. In the context of this application, these expressions are trees consisting of
nested instances of the domain-specific IF-CUR-GO instruction. The four parameters W, X, Y,
and Z of this instruction as well as its return value each represent a node ID. On each node
reached by a message which is travelling through the network described by the graph, the
routing rule is evaluated and it is sent to the node whose ID is returned. IF-CUR-GO W X Y Z

evaluates to X if the current node is W, X and W are directly connected, and X has not yet been
visited twice. It returns Y if one of the latter two conditions is violated and Z if the current
node is not W.

4 3 * 1

0 2 42 01 2 0

3 1 0 IF-CUR-GO

IF-CUR-GO

2IF-CUR-GO IF-CUR-GO IF-CUR-GO

3 1 4 IF-CUR-GO

1 3

2 4
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5
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node ids connection length

target node

Figure 7: An evolved routing rule set (left) with target node 0 for the specified network
(right).

As objective function, Kirkwood et al. [110] set the difference in length between the
optimal route (computed with Dijkstra’s algorithm) and the evolved route. As result, they
obtain rules that are very robust in terms of link failures that, for instance, find correct routes
in two third of all cases even if 47% of the connections have broken down. In Figure 7, a
routing rule set resulting from one of the experiments conducted by Kirkwood et al. [110] is
displayed on the left. It routes messages through the graph sketched on the right-hand side
to Node 0.

3.2.2 Genetic Adaptive Routing Algorithm

In the internet, messages are forwarded to their destinations on the basis of routing tables.
These tables can be filled using, for example, Dijkstra’s algorithm. They contain either the
address of the next hop, i. e., the next computer to send a packet to, or the complete routes
to each possible destination (source routing). Protocols like RIP [112] and OSPF [113] build
and distribute such tables, but disregard dynamic aspects like communication latency.

Munetomo et al. [114; 115; 116], [117] contributed GARA, the genetic adaptive routing
algorithm, for building and maintaining routing tables for source routing. GARA runs
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independently on every node in the network. Each node maintains a list of multiple complete
routes to the most frequently contacted communication partners. After a specific number
of packets have been sent along a route, an additional packet is sent for observing the
communication latency. The fitness of the routes and their likeliness for being chosen then
corresponds to this delay. In Figure 8, the table with the destinations most frequently
addressed by node 0 is sketched in the context of an example network.
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Figure 8: The table with the most frequently used routes of node 0.

From time to time, path genetic operators such as path mutation and path crossover,
both illustrated in Figure 9, are applied to routes with the same destination. With these
operators, new paths are discovered and made available for message propagation. Path
mutation simply exchanges a node within a route with another one (Fig. 9.1). Path crossover
(Fig. 9.2) is applied to two routes that pass through one common point (other than their
source and destination). The sub-paths before and after that point are exchanged. Selection
is performed when the routing table exceeds a specific size. By utilizing these evolutionary
primitives, GARA becomes a self-organizing system able to adapt to changing network
situations and to discover new routes challenging established protocols on equal footing.

3.2.3 Ant-based Routing

The routing of network messages or phone calls through a telecommunication system re-
motely resembles the transportation of food by ants to their nest [9].

First Steps by Schoonderwoerd et al. Schoonderwoerd et al. [64; 118], [119] have de-
veloped an routing method based on this simile in form of an online Ant Colony Optimization
approach. In their systems, the nodes exchange control messages (the ants) from time to
time in order to build and maintain “pheromone tables” used for routing. In principle, a
pheromone table of a node with m neighbors is a n×m matrix where n is the total number
of nodes in the network. For any of the n possible destinations, it contains a probability
that a message is routed to any of the m neighbors. At each time step during Schoonder-
woerd’s simulations, any node can launch an ant with a random destination. Whenever an
ant created by node i arrives at node j coming from node k, it will update the pheromone
table Pj of j according to

Pj [i,k] =
Pj [i,k] + ∆

1 + ∆
(3)

∀l ∈ [1..n], l 6= k Pj [i,l] =
Pj [i,l]

1 + ∆
(4)

In other words, the probability of selecting node k as next hop for future messages with
destination i is increased while decreasing the probabilities of the other possible next hops of
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Figure 9: The path genetic operations in GARA.
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such a message. The total cumulative probability of all hops together stays 1. This update
method modifies the probabilities for messages travelling into the opposite direction of the
ants. It indirectly influences the forward probability of the path taken by the ant since
subsequent ants moving to node i along it will again have backward influence which then
points into the original forward direction.

Schoonderwoerd adds an “age” to the ants which is increased in every hop in order to
foster the usage of short pathways. ∆ becomes a function which decreases with the age of
the ant. Thus, the older an ant, i. e., the longer the path it has travelled, the lower will its
influence on guiding future ants along this path be. Congested relay stations can artificially
increase the age of the ants passing them and may also delay the ants on their way. This
will decrease their traffic.

New routes can be discovered by introducing a factor f : 0 < f < 1 which denotes a
probability that the next hop of an ant is chosen totally randomly whereas the pheromone
table is used for the decision with probability 1 − f .

In summary, Schoonderwoerd et al. [64] presented a decentralized and self-organized on-
line optimization process for communication networks which can be generalized to arbitrary
routing problems. The simple behavior of their ants leads to interesting, emergent overall
configurations of the network it is applied to.

AntNet Di Caro and Dorigo [120; 121], [122] develop this concept further in their AntNet
algorithm. For each node j, it builds a routing table Pj which has basically the same
structure as the ones used by Schoonderwoerd et al.2. What changed is the way that this
matrix is updated.

Regularly, every node s sends an agent (forward ant) Fs→d to a node d 6= s in order to
discover feasible and efficient paths. The selection of d is randomized but biased into the
direction of nodes which exchange high traffic with s. Forward ants share the same queues
as data packets, so they will experience the same delays [120]. These ant agents keep a
history of their route and of the times needed for its sections.

At each node j, the travelling ant Fs→d selects the next node to visit according to:

P (j → i) =
Pj [d,i] + αl(i)

1 + α (m − 1)
(5)

Where P (j → i) is the probability that i is chosen as next node and Pj [d,i] is the routing
table entry which describes the expected utility of i as next hop for messages going to d.3 m

is the number of neighbors of node j and l(i) is a value proportional to the queue length for
destination i normalized to the unit interval. The influence of l(i) makes the system more
reactive to the current traffic situation. It is weighted by the factor α which usually takes
on values between 0.2 and 0.5.

If the forward ant Fs→d detects that it somehow travelled in a loop, it dies. Otherwise,
when it arrives at its destination d, it is converted into a backward agent Bd→s which travels
back to s along the same route that also Fs→d took. When arriving at a node j coming from
a node i, the entry for choosing i as next hop for messages going to d in the routing table
of j is updated as follows:

Pj [i,d] = Pj [i,d] + r (1 − Pj [i,d]) (6)

where r ∈ [0, 1] is a reinforcement factor, a measure of goodness of the observed trip time,
based on a statistical model for the local traffic M (also updated by the agents) and the
time. By multiplying r with (1 − Pj [i,d]), small probabilities are increased proportionally
more, which allows faster exploration of new, potentially good routes. After this update,
the corresponding column of Pj is normalized again.

2Well, except for naming changes and that the rows and columns are switched. We will ignore these
minor differences in here.

3Again, notice that we have switched the columns and rows in Di Caro and Dorigo’s approach in order
to relate it to the one of Schoonderwoerd et al..
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Global Information? The simulations of Di Caro and Dorigo [120] show that AntNet is
an efficient and robust routing algorithm. However, they make the assumption that global
information is available. Every node holds a routing table with entries defining how to
send messages to any other node. Such global information is normally not available and
furthermore would also be subject to constant changes if routers are added to or removed
from the network.

Liang et al. [123; 124] point out this weakness and test a LocalAnt algorithm restricted
to routing tables with only two entries for each neighboring node (for the neighbor itself and
the probability to route over this node for other destinations). They show that, under these
more realistic conditions, the efficiency of the algorithm is much lower than in the case where
global information is available (the original approach is called GlobalAnt in this context).
Liang et al. [124] propose a distributed algorithm where each node holds a population of
individuals encoding routes. These individuals travel over the network as genetic agents
and, subsequently, as backward agents similar to the AntNet approach and are subject
recombination, mutation, and aging. According to their study [124], the performance of this
method falls in between those of LocalAnt and GlobalAnt.

3.2.4 Genetic Programming of Broadcasting Algorithms

Routing does not necessarily concern the delivery of messages to single destinations only,
but may also involve 1 : n communications, i. e., broadcasts and multicast. Broadcasting in
a graph is the process of spreading information, which is initially known to only one node,
to all other nodes. Comellas and Giménez [125] formulated an optimization problem with
the following constraints:

• Only a node which already knows the information can spread it further.

• A node can only send one message per time step.

• A node can only send a message over vertexes which are connected to it.

The goal of their work was to find the broadcasting scheme which disseminates the infor-
mation to all nodes in the shortest possible time. They used Genetic Programming for
growing such broadcasting algorithms for directed 2-grids, toroidal grids, hypercubes, cube-
connected cycles, and butterfly graphs. For the butterfly graph, a solution even better than
the best known upper bound at that time (by Klasing et al. [126]) was found, whereas in all
other cases, (known) optimal algorithms evolved.

Example: Directed 2-Grid In their experiments, Comellas and Giménez [125] used
Standard Genetic Programming for evolving Lisp S-expressions. The function set for the
directed 2-grid example was contained the following expressions:

• IfOri executes its parameter action if the node the program runs on was the one who
initially knew the information to be disseminated.

• IfProcHor and IfProcVer execute their parameter if they received the information from
a horizontally or vertically adjacent node, respectively.

• Proc1, Proc2, Proc3, and Proc4 concatenate 1, 2, 3, or 4 instructions to a sequential block.

• IfTurn0/IfTurn1 execute their actions only in the first/second time step after the node
received the information.

As terminal symbols, MoveHor and MoveVer are available, which send the information to the next
horizontally or vertically adjacent node, as well as NULL which does nothing. For computing
the objective values, the algorithms evolved were applied to a graph. The number of nodes
reached was counted, multiplied with a factor T . From this value, 2 are subtracted for each
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1 (Prog3 (IfOri (Prog2 (IfTurn0 MoveHor)

2 (IfTurn1 MoveVer)))

3 (IfProcHor (Prog3 (IfTurn0 MoveHor)

4 (IfTurn0 MoveVer)

5 (IfTurn1 MoveHor)))

6 (IfProcVer (IfTurn0 MoveVer)))

Listing 1: The optimal broadcasting scheme evolved for 2-dimensional, directed grids.

condition value and NULL action and 4 for each other action in the tree. The connective ProgN

functions had no influence on fitness. Listing 1 illustrates the result delivered by Genetic
Programming for the 2-dimensional directed grid.

t=0 t=1 t=2 t=3 t=4

t=5 t=6 t=7 t=8

Figure 10: The application of Listing 1 to a 5 × 5 grid.

In Figure 10, we applied this algorithm to a 5×5 grid. The gray nodes have no knowledge
about the information and turn black once they receive it. It is interesting to know that
the IfTurn0 MoveVer in line 4 of Listing 1, although seemingly useless, is important. Without
it, the last node in the second line of Figure 10 would not be reached in time step 5 but in
step 6, since the MoveHor action cannot be executed by the last node in the first line. With
the MoveVert instruction with the same preconditions, an unnecessary pause is avoided. For
the other topologies mentioned, Comellas and Giménez [125] used modified function and
terminal sets and obtained similarly optimal results.

3.2.5 Optimizing Collective Communication

Recently, Jaroš and Dvořák [127] developed a scheduling technique for similar collective
communication (CC) tasks on basis of evolutionary algorithms. Their work addresses high-
performance multi-processor systems where the single CPUs are connected via NoCs (net-
works on chip). Jaroš and Dvořák experiment with one-to-all broadcast (OAB), all-to-all
broadcast (AAB), one-to-all scatter (OAS, a private message to each partner), and all-to-all
scatter (AAS) [127].

Each collective communication process is considered as a set of point-to-point commu-
nications, and the CC scheduling problem is defined as partitioning this set into as few as
possible subsets. The communications in each subset can be executed in parallel and the
subsets themselves are executed one after the other in a sequence of synchronized steps. The
objective is to find a minimal partition without causing conflicts.
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Jaroš and Dvořák [127] introduce different encodings for broadcast and scatter commu-
nication as well as special reproduction and repairing operators. The objective function
corresponds to the number of conflicts that a schedule introduces, i. e., the number of times
that two point-to-point communications share the same link in the same time step. The ex-
perimental results showed that this approach is very efficient and even led to an improvement
of the theoretical lower bounds of the number of steps needed for AAS communication.

3.2.6 Improving Routing in Gnutella

The Gnutella network [128, 129] is one of the oldest and simplest peer-to-peer file sharing
systems. In Gnutella, each node only interacts with neighboring nodes which it chooses at
startup. Normally, a node picks seven such neighbors and tries to maintain connections to
them.

As last application of optimization algorithms to routing in this paper, we summarize
how Iles and Deugo [130] use Genetic Programming for improving routing in such networks.
They evolve rules for dynamically setting the number of neighbor nodes and for selecting
(and possibly exchanging) them. These rules use information the peer-to-peer node can
aggregate over time, like the (current) number of neighbors, the bandwidth of the node,
the bandwidth of the neighbor nodes, and the duration of the connections to them. The
expressions produced by Genetic Programming led to significant performance improvements
in simulations. The results of the experiments of Iles and Deugo [130] still use a fixed number
of neighbors, but tend to prefer five or six partner nodes instead of Gnutella’s default of
seven. The way these neighbors are picked, however, becomes a dynamic process depending
on multiple aggregated parameters such as the distance in hops and number of search hits
to the candidate nodes.

3.3 Synthesizing Protocols

Protocols like IP [131] and TCP [132] are the rules for message and information exchange
in a distributed system. Depending on the application, protocols can become arbitrarily
complex and strongly influence the efficiency and robustness of a distributed system.

3.3.1 Transformation of Petri Net-based Specifications

In [133], Yamaguchi et al. define the problem of transforming a service specification in form
of a Petri Net with registers (PNR) to a protocol specification in the same format. Later,
El-Fakihy et al. [134] show how to solve this problem efficiently with genetic algorithms
under the objective of minimizing communication costs.

3.3.2 Transformation of Finite State Machine-based Specifications

A similar approach for synthesizing protocol specifications from service specifications has
been contributed by de Araújo et al. [135; 136]. We will use the communication protocol
example given in [135] to summarize this method in which all specifications are represented
as finite state machines.

In Figure 11, we sketch the starting from [135]. At the left side, a global service specifi-
cation is defined in form of a finite state machine which describes the interactions that take
place in a communication protocol between a sender and a receiver. It contains only the
interaction primitives between a user (or a user application) and the peer entities, where
?xyz represents input message xyz from and !xyz stands output of xyz to the user. Events on
the sender side are marked with S and those occurring at the receiver are annotated with R.

The finite state machine starts in state 1. On the sender side, the user may then issue
a connection request CReq causing a transition to state 2. A window indicating an incoming
connection CInd may then pop up at the receiver side which then can either be confirmed
(3 → 4) or declined (3 → 7). In the latter case, a disconnection indication will ensue on the
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Figure 11: The scenario for protocol synthesis as used in [135].

sender side whereas the former transition leads to a connection confirmation. A connection
may be reconnected (states 5, 8, 9, 10) or being closed by either the sender (5 → 6) or the
receiver (5 → 7) with a disconnect request DReq, causing a disconnect indication DInd (maybe
again in form of a window) to pop up on the other end.

The goal is to evolve a finite state machine that governs the behavior of one of the two
protocol partners and to synthesize the messages PDUs4 that have to be exchanged between
the sender and the receiver.

De Araújo et al. [135] first create a sequence of interaction primitives by traversing
the service specification FSM. In this traversal, all state transitions need to be visited.
One such sequence could be (?S:CReq, !R:CInd, ?R:CResp, !S:CConf, ?S:RReq, !R:RInd, ?R:RResp,
!S:RConf,!S:DReq, !R:DInd, ?S:CReq, !R:CInd, ?R:DReq, !S:DInd, ?S:CReq, !R:CInd, ?R:CResp, !S:CConf,
?R:DReq, !S:DInd). It is obvious that if one event on the sender side is followed by an event on
the receiver side (or vice versa) and the second event is not triggered by the user (?xyz), a
message (i.e., a PDU) has to be exchanged between the two sides. These PDUs can either be
automatically generated or predefined and are then inserted into the sequence, resulting in
the list, (?S:CReq, pduConReq, !R:CInd, ?R:CResp, pduConAcc, !S:CConf, ?S:RReq, pduReiReq, !R:RInd,
?R:RResp, pduReiAcc, !S:RConf, !S:DReq, pduDisInd, !R:DInd, ?S:CReq, pduConReq, !R:CInd, ?R:DReq,
pduDisInd, !S:DInd, ?S:CReq, pduConReq, !R:CInd, ?R:CResp, pduConAcc, !S:CConf, ?R:DReq, pduDisInd,
!S:DInd ), for instance.

From this list, the message exchanges are extracted which concern the protocol peer to
be evolved. [135] was focused on the sender side protocol, which here results in the following
tuples: ((?S:CReq, pduConAcc), (pduConAcc, !S:CConf), (?S:RReq, pduReiReq), (pduReiAcc, !S:RConf),
(!S:DReq, pduDisInd), (?S:CReq, pduConReq), (pduDisInd, !S:DInd), (?S:CReq, pduConReq), (pduConAcc,
!S:CConf), and (pduDisInd, !S:DInd)).

In order to allow the synthesized protocol to react to all possible messages in all
states, random non-expected inputs are added to the list like ((CReq, pduConAcc), (CReq, NULL),
(pduConAcc, CConf), . . . ). Such a list is then encoded and used as test set during the individ-
ual evaluation. For the evolution, de Araújo et al. [135] use the grammar-guided Genetic
Programming Kernel (GPK) of Hörner [137] which allows for variable-length genomes. The
objective function compares the behavior of a solution candidate with the expectations and
counts the number of correct outputs.

4http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protocol_data_unit [accessed 2008-06-21]
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Figure 12: The best individual from the experiment of de Araújo et al. [135].
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Figure 12 illustrates the state-based representation (SBR) used by de Araújo et al. [135]
to encode finite state machines. The genotypes are divided into genes, each representing one
state. The total number of states is variable. For each possible input, every gene contains
one tuple of two numbers. The first number in this tuple represents the next state and the
second one stands for the output of the corresponding transition.

The receiver side of the protocol was evolved in the same manner during the experiments
of de Araújo et al. [135] and the results were able to pass an automated equivalence check.
The good performance reported further indicates the high utility of this approach for protocol
synthesis.

3.3.3 Evolving Finite State Machine-based Protocol Definitions

Another approach for evolving finite state machine-based protocol specifications with genetic
algorithms was contributed by Sharples and Wakeman [138]. In [139], for instance, protocols
for unreliable media were evolved. In his PhD thesis, Sharples [140] shows that complex
protocols can be evolved that may even outperform protocols designed by hand. In most
cases though, the fitness of the evolved protocols is lower than the reference protocol [141].

3.3.4 Evolving Fraglet-based Protocols

In his seminal work, Tschudin [142] introduced Fraglets5, a new artificial chemistry suitable
for the development and even evolution of network protocols. Fraglets represent an execution
model for communication protocols which resembles chemical reactions.

From the theoretical point of view, the Fraglet approach is an instance of Post’s string
rewriting systems [143]. Fraglets are symbolic strings of the form [s1 : s2 : . . . : sn]. The
symbols si either represent control information or payload. Each node in the network has a
Fraglet store which corresponds to a reaction vessel in chemistry. Naturally, reaction vessels
may contain equal molecules multiple times. Chemical reaction vessels usually contain equal
molecules multiple times and the same goes for Fraglet stores which can be implemented as
multisets keeping track on the multiplicity of the Fraglets they contain.

Tschudin [142] defines a simple prefix programming language for Fraglets. It has a fixed
instruction set comprising transformation and reaction rules. Transformations like dup and
nop modify a single Fraglet whereas the reactions match and matchP combine two Fraglets.
For the definition of these rules in Table 2, we will use the syntax [s1 : s2 : . . . : tail]
where si is a symbol and tail is a possibly empty sequence of symbols.6

As example for the structure of Fraglets, we illustrate a quine Fraglet as introduced by
Yamamoto et al. [144] in Figure 13. Quines are computer programs which produce copies
of themselves (or their source code) as output. Yamamoto et al. [144] define them as vehicle
for self-replicating and self-modifying programs.

According to Tschudin [142], this form of protocol representation is predestined for auto-
mated synthesis via evolutionary algorithms: Fraglets have almost no syntactical constraints
and can represent complicated protocols in a compact manner. Tschudin [142] focused on the
offline evolution of protocols using a genetic algorithm. A complete communication system
was simulated for a given number of time steps during the evaluation of each individual. The
objective values denote the correlation of the behavior observed during the simulation and
the target behavior. While Tschudin’s results substantiate that the evolutionary methods
are suitable to optimize existing Fraglet protocols, they also indicated that the evolution of
new distributed algorithms is difficult because of a strong tendency to overfitting. Further-
more, it is hard to define objective functions which can reward “partially correct” behavior,

5See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fraglets [accessed 2008-05-02] and http://www.fraglets.net/ [ac-

cessed 2008-05-02] for more information.
6See http://www.fraglets.net/frag-instrset-20070924.txt [accessed 2008-05-02] for the full instruction

set as of 2007-09-24.
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tag transformation/reaction

basic transformations
dup [dup : t : a : tail] −→ [t : a : a : tail]

duplicate a single symbol
exch [exch : t : a : b : tail] −→ [t : b : a : tail]

swap two tags
fork [fork : a : b : tail] −→ [a : tail] , [b : tail]

copy fraglet and prepend different header symbols
nop [nop : tail] −→ [tail]

does nothing (except consuming the instruction tag)
null [null : tail] −→ ∅

destroy a fraglet
pop2 [pop2 : h : t : a : tail] −→ [h : a] , [t : tail]

pop head element a out of a list [a : b : tail]
split [split : tail1 : ∗ : tail2] −→ [tail1] , [tail2]

break a fraglet into two at the first occurence of ∗

arithmetic transformations
sum [sum : t : m : n : tail] −→ [t : m + n : tail]

an operation comparing two numbers

lt [lt : yes : no : a : b : tail] −→

{

[yes : {a} : {b} : tail] if a < b

[no : {a} : {b} : tail] otherwise
a logic operation comparing two numbers a and b

communication primitives
broadcast [broadcast : tail] −→ n[tail]

broadcast tail to all nodes nin the network N
send [send : dest : tail] −→ dest[tail]

send tail to a single node dest

node n[node : t : tail] −→ n[t : {id(n)} : tail]
obtain the ID id(n) of the current node n

reactions
match [match : a : tail1] , [a : tail2] −→ [tail1 : tail2]

two fraglets react, their tails are concatenated
matchP [matchP : a : tail1] , [a : tail2] −→ [matchP : a : tail1] , [tail1 : tail2]

“catalytic match”, i. e., the matchp rule persists

Table 2: Some Fraglet Instructions (from [142] and http://www.fraglets.net/ (2008-05-
02)).

[fork:nop:x:match:x:fork:nop:x]

bootstrap

[nop:match:x:fork:nop:x]

[x:match:x:fork:nop:x][match:x:fork:nop:x]

Figure 13: A simple quine Fraglet (borrowed from [144])
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since this term is a contradiction in itself. This is known as the all-or-nothing property in
Genetic Programming.

3.3.5 Online Protocol Adaptation and Evolution with Fraglets

Autonomic networks are networks where manual management is not desired or hard to
realize, such as systems of hundreds of gadgets in an e-home, sensor networks, or arbitrary
mesh networks with wireless and wired links. Yamamoto and Tschudin [141] propose that
software in such networks needs to be self-modifying so as to be able to react to unforeseen
network situations. They distinguish two forms of reaction – adaptation and evolution.
Adaptation is the short-term reconfiguration of existing modules whereas evolution stands
for the modification of old and the discovery of new functionality and happens at a larger
timescale. Software with these abilities probably cannot predict whether the effects of a
modification are positive or negative in advance and therefore needs to be resilient in order
to mitigate faulty code that could evolve. In [145], Tschudin and Yamamoto show that such
resilience can be achieved by introducing redundancy into Fraglet protocols.

Complementing Tschudin’s work [142] on offline optimization summarized in Sec-
tion 3.3.4, Yamamoto and Tschudin [141] describe online protocol evolution as a continuously
ongoing, decentralized and asynchronous process of constant competition and selection of
the most feasible modules. Genetic Programming with mutation and homologous crossover
is chosen for accomplishing these features. The fitness measure (subject to maximization)
is the performance of the protocols as perceived by the applications running in the network.
The score of a solution candidate (i. e., a protocol) is incremented if it behaves correctly
and decremented whenever an error is detected. The resource consumption in terms of the
memory consumed by the protocols is penalized proportionally.

Yamamoto and Tschudin [146; 147] create populations containing a mix of different
confirmed delivery and reliable delivery protocols for messages. These populations were
then confronted with either reliable or unreliable transmission challenges and were able to
adapt to these conditions quickly. If the environment changes afterwards, e.g., a formerly
reliable channel becomes unreliable, the degree of re-adaptation is unsatisfying. The loss of
diversity due to the selection of only highly fit protocols during the adaptation phase could
not yet be compensated by mutation in these first experiments of Yamamoto and Tschudin
[146].

Further information on approaches for evolutionary online optimization of communica-
tion protocols can be found in the report Framework for Distributed On-line Evolution of
Protocols and Services, 2nd Edition from the EU-sponsored project BIONETS [148].

3.3.6 Learning Communication Patterns for Agents

The term protocol not only stands for the way data is exchanged over a network connection
but has a much wider meaning which also subsumes the patterns of communication between
humans or animals. Agents are a metaphor for all kinds of autonomous systems in com-
puter science and the last issue which we will summarize in this section is the evolution of
communication protocols for such systems.

Some early experiments in evolving communication patterns for autonomous agents were
conducted by Werner and Dyer [149] on the example of artificial creatures. In their simu-
lation, blind male animals capable of hearing and moving need to be guided by immobile
females which can see and are able to produce sounds. Werner and Dyer [149] used a genetic
algorithm with an integer string genome encoding the weights and biases of recurrent neural
networks for both, the females and the males. The evolution, however, was not performed
by a regular genetic algorithm. Instead, it took place in the simulated environment where
the females lead the males to their location. When they meet, two offspring will be produced
by applying standard crossover and mutation to their genome.
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Based on their co-evolutionary strategy [150], Iba et al. [151] evolve communication
protocols used by agents for cooperative predator-prey pursuit and robot navigation tasks
[152]. Mackin and Tazaki [153; 154; 155] focus on evolving communication patterns for
multi-agent systems modeling a market place. They use a divide-and-conquer approach for
evolving the code for sending and receiving the messages exchanged amongst the agents
in independent ADFs (automatically defined functions) with Genetic Programming. While
starting with a scenario where each trading agent has only a single objective in [153], the
evolutionary approach is extended to multi-objective Genetic Programming. By building
separate communication trees for each objective, Mackin and Tazaki [154] allow the agents
to weight three objectives in their experiments: to buy at the highest volume at lowest price
and to collect the best performing services for buying agents and to sell the highest volume
at the highest price while collecting the highest value return for selling agents.

3.4 Optimizing Network Security

Network security is one of the most vital aspects when developing distributed systems. The
detection of ongoing malicious activities in a network as well as the generation of protocols
which are safe against attacks are only two facets of this area. Here we will discuss how
global optimization methods can be applied to both of them.

3.4.1 Intrusion Detection

According to Heady et al. [156], an intrusion is “any set of actions that attempt to compro-
mise the integrity, confidentiality or availability of a resource”. These attacks most often
come from the outside through network connections to the internet. Intrusion detection
systems (IDS) identify such unwanted manipulation of computer systems. Generally, a net-
work connection can be described by a broad set of features, concerning its content, time-
or traffic-based details, and host-related data. Analysis of these features boils down to data
mining. Global optimization methods can be utilized for improving the efficiency of classi-
fiers that decide whether a dataset containing the features of a connection belongs to normal
or abnormal (possible intrusive) traffic.

Lu and Traore [157], for instance, evolve intrusion detection rules with tree-based Genetic
Programming. A similar approach is followed by Folino et al. [158], who apply the AdaBoost
ensemble method of Freund and Schapire [159] in conjunction with the distributed evolution
of decision trees. Heady et al. [156], on the other hand, use classical Learning Classifier
Systems. Linear Genetic Programming also seems to be very efficient in growing such
intrusion detectors, as shown by Mukkamala et al. [160], for example. Song, Heywood, and
Zincir-Heywood [161], [162] use their page-based LGP variant [163] for this purpose. In
[164], they extend this approach for identifying attacks on 802.11 WLAN networks. Hansen
et al. [165] apply a homologous crossover operation to the evolution of linear machine-code
structures for intrusion detection for the prevention of cyber-terrorism.

3.4.2 Security Protocol Generation

Perrig and Song [166] focus their work on the automatic generation of security protocols such
as mutual authentication protocols. In the first step of this process, they use an iterative
deepening depth-first search (IDDFS) algorithm to list all protocols that can be composed
using a predefined set of primitives. The limit for this search is not the depth in the search
space, but a value of a specified cost function which sums up user-specified costs of the
single primitives of a protocol. Since the space of all protocols is very large, simplifying
assumptions like the absence of redundant message fields and commutativity of the fields
are made. Perrig and Song [166] conduct experiments with the goal to synthesize mutual
authentication protocols. In these experiments, the IDDFS still generates tens of thousands
of individuals even with the restrictions defined above. Therefore, a pruning algorithm is
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added which removes obviously flawed protocols such as those which openly disclose private
keys in a messages. In this pruning process, also vulnerabilities to impersonation attempts
or replay attacks are checked. Only a few hundreds of candidate protocols survive this
pruning routine in the experiments mentioned. These candidates may still be incorrect
and are therefore screened with Song’s Athena security protocol checker [167]. As a result,
two correct symmetric and one correct asymmetric protocol where synthesized, whereas the
symmetric one was even simpler than the Symmetric-Key Three-Pass Mutual Authentication
Protocol standardized 1993 by the ISO [168]. In 2001, Song et al. [169] added a code
generator that transforms the generated protocol specifications to Java to their system.

3.5 Optimizing Parameters and Configurations

Protocols, distributed algorithms, and topologies can be optimized in order to create robust
and efficient distributed applications. The efficiency of such application also strongly de-
pends on its parameter settings and configuration. Today’s web servers, for instance, have
a variety of tuning parameters such as the thread pool size, the maximum number of con-
nections queued, and the number of requests which can be served simultaneously. It is hard
to find optimal settings, especially when applications consist of web frontends, application
servers hosting the business logic, and data base servers in the backend. The configurations
of these subsystems are not independent. Instead, there are epistatic and synergetic effects
which are often highly complicated and hard to simulate offline.

3.5.1 Optimal Application Server Configuration

Xi et al. [170] developed a smart hill climbing algorithm and applied it to application server
configuration. This optimization process only needs about ten online performance samples
of a running WebSphere brokerage system for fine-tuning its parameters in order to achieve
near-optimal results.

3.5.2 Distributed Agent Evolution for Service Management

In the work of Nakano and Suda [171; 172; 173], network services are represented by mobile
agents. An agent capable of behaviors like replication, migration, and termination could,
for instance, stand for a HTTP server. A behavior i is triggered when a corresponding
weighted sum surpasses a certain threshold θi [171]. This sum incorporates environmental
information such as the request rate and the resource costs as well as the internal state of
the agent like its age and energy level. The weights of the factors in this sum are subject to
optimization.

The agents are equipped with an energy value. They obtain energy for performing
services for the user and spend energy for resource access and replication. If the energy of
an agent is depleted, the agent dies, i. e., its service is terminated. Agents may create new
agents by replication or reproduction. Replication corresponds to mutation in evolutionary
algorithms, leading to a child with slightly changed weight vectors. Reproduction is basically
a crossover operation where a partner is selected within n hops in the network based on
three measures: the time a user has to wait between requesting and receiving a service,
the number of hops a service request travels from the user to the executing agent, and the
energy efficiency.

With their experiments, Nakano and Suda [171] showed that their approach allows the
services, i. e., the agents, to adapt to changing conditions such as network failures, varying
workload, and changing platform costs (which is reflected in energy consumption).

3.5.3 Protocol Configuration

In his master’s thesis, Grace [174] uses Genetic Programming to evolve configurations for the
JavaGroups [175] reliable group communication framework. The behavior of a JavaGroups
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instance depends on a protocol stack specification in form of a string which is passed in
when it is created. This specification determines which protocol layers will be present in the
stack. Grace [174] showed that the evolution of communication protocol configurations for
predefined scenarios, such as reliable, ordered multicast, is feasible with his approach.

3.5.4 Evolving Protocol Adapters

In distributed systems with components manufactured by different organizations, inter-
process communication (IPC) can become problematic. Therefore, protocol adapters are
applied, which are components that mediate between different protocols. In the worst case,
the number of required adaptors rises quadratically with the number of processes in the
system. Hence, creating them by hand is infeasible and automated solutions are requires.
Van Belle et al. [176] evolve such protocol adapters in form of classifier systems representing
Petri nets with a genetic algorithm. They show the viability of this method on the example
of an adapter for a locking protocol for process synchronization.

Similar to our own experiences, they found that evolving components of distributed
systems always requires special means [176] of overfitting prevention in order to stop the
system from generating useless implementations that just respond with the wanted messages
but do not perform the work which they are supposed to do. A discussion of the use of
Learning Classifier System for the purpose of protocol adapter synthesis can be found in
Van Belle’s PhD thesis [177].

4 Paper List

In this section, we list the papers concerning the optimization of distributed systems. This
concise list groups the papers according to the area of application, the optimization goals,
the problem representations, and the optimization algorithms utilized. This collection lists
a wide variety of approaches developed by a large number of authors (nearly 200 authors
are involved in the papers listed). In our opinion, this heterogeneity and distribution should
be interpreted as a clear indicator that the optimization of distributed systems lends itself
to heuristic and meta-heuristic approaches. Many papers provide engineering-level solutions
which often deliver excellent results.

4.1 Topology Optimization and Terminal Assignment

4.1.1 General Networks or Theory

1. Abuali et al. [178, 96] (1994) aims: synthesis, costs; representation: integer strings;
optimization methods: evolutionary algorithms and local search, see also Section 3.1.1

2. Khuri and Chiu [97] (1997) aims: synthesis, costs; representations: bit strings and
integer strings; optimization methods: evolutionary algorithms and local search, see
also Section 3.1.1

3. Salcedo-sanz and Yao [179] (2004) aims: synthesis, costs; representations: bit strings
and integer strings; optimization method : evolutionary algorithms

4. Lehmann and Kaufmann [101, 100] (2005–2007) aims: synthesis, self-organization,
QoS features, dynamic or adaptive behavior; representation: information distributed
over the network; optimization method : evolutionary algorithms, see also Section 3.1.2

4.1.2 Computer Networks in General

5. Michalewicz [92] (1991) aims: synthesis, robustness; optimization method : evolution-
ary algorithms, see also Section 3.1
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6. Kumar et al. [93] (1993) aims: synthesis, robustness, QoS features; representation: bit
strings; optimization method : evolutionary algorithms, see also Section 3.1

7. Pierre and Legault [180, 181] (1996–1998) aims: synthesis, QoS features, costs; repre-
sentation: bit strings; optimization method : evolutionary algorithms

8. Ko et al. [182] (1997) aims: synthesis, QoS features, costs; representation: bit strings;
optimization methods: evolutionary algorithms and local search

9. Dengiz et al. [183] (1997) aims: synthesis, robustness, costs; representation: integer
strings; optimization methods: evolutionary algorithms and Memetic Algorithms

10. Yao et al. [98] (2005) aims: synthesis, costs; representation: trees; optimization meth-
ods: evolutionary algorithms and local search, see also Section 3.1.1

4.1.3 Telecommunication Networks in General

11. Dengiz et al., see entry 9.

12. Pierre and Elgibaoui [184] (1997) aims: synthesis, robustness, QoS features, costs;
optimization method : Tabu Search

4.1.4 Wireless or Mobile Telecommunication Networks

13. Pierre and Houéto [185, 186] (2002) aims: synthesis, costs; representation: bit strings;
optimization method : Tabu Search

14. Quintero and Pierre [187, 188, 189] (2002–2003) aim: costs; representation: integer
strings; optimization methods: evolutionary algorithms, local search, Memetic Algo-
rithms, Tabu Search, and Simulated Annealing

15. St-Hilaire et al. [190, 191] (2006) aims: synthesis, costs; optimization methods: local
search and Tabu Search

16. Salcedo-Sanz et al. [193, 192] (2008) aims: synthesis, QoS features, costs; representa-
tion: bit strings; optimization methods: evolutionary algorithms and Memetic Algo-
rithms

4.1.5 Optical Networks in General

17. Sinclair [104, 103, 94, 108] (1995–2000) aims: synthesis, robustness, costs; representa-
tions: bit strings and trees plus genotype-phenotype mappings; optimization method :
evolutionary algorithms, see also Section 3.1.3

18. Brittain et al. [194] (1997) aims: synthesis, costs; representations: bit strings and
integer strings; optimization methods: evolutionary algorithms and local search

4.2 Node Placement

19. Alba et al. [195] (2002) aims: synthesis, robustness, costs; representation: bit strings;
optimization method : evolutionary algorithms

20. Salcedo-Sanz et al., see entry 16.
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4.3 Dimensioning and Capacity Assignment

4.3.1 Computer Networks in General

21. Coombs and Davis [91] (1987) aim: QoS features; optimization method : evolutionary
algorithms, see also Section 3.1

22. Ko et al., see entry 8.

23. Martin et al. [196] (2008) aim: synthesis; representation: integer strings; optimiza-
tion methods: evolutionary algorithms, Extremal Optimization, and Particle Swarm
Optimization

4.3.2 Telecommunication Networks in General

24. Martin et al., see entry 23.

4.4 Frequency and Channel Assignment

25. Tan and Sinclair [106] (1995) aims: synthesis, costs; representation: bit strings; opti-
mization methods: evolutionary algorithms and local search

4.5 Protocol Generation and Optimization

4.5.1 General Networks or Theory

26. Mackin and Tazaki [153, 154, 155] (1999–2002) aim: synthesis; representation: trees;
optimization method : evolutionary algorithms, see also Section 3.3.6

4.5.2 Computer Networks in General

27. El-Fakihy et al. [133, 134] (1995–1999) aims: synthesis, QoS features; representation:
bit strings; optimization methods: evolutionary algorithms and Memetic Algorithms,
see also Section 3.3.1

28. Sharples and Wakeman [139, 138, 140] (1999–2001) aims: synthesis, robustness, QoS
features; representation: bit strings plus genotype-phenotype mappings; optimization
method : evolutionary algorithms, see also Section 3.3.3

29. Song et al. [166, 169] (2000–2001) aims: synthesis, QoS features; representation: trees;
optimization method : local search, see also Section 3.4.2

30. Grace [174] (2000) aims: synthesis, robustness, QoS features; representation: trees;
optimization method : evolutionary algorithms, see also Section 3.5.3

31. Van Belle et al. [177, 176] (2001–2003) aims: synthesis, robustness, QoS features;
representation: bit strings; optimization method : evolutionary algorithms, see also
Section 3.5.4

32. de Araújo et al. [135, 136] (2003) aim: synthesis; representation: integer strings;
optimization method : evolutionary algorithms, see also Section 3.3.2

33. Tschudin [142] (2003) aims: synthesis, robustness; representation: linear programs;
optimization method : evolutionary algorithms, see also Section 3.3.4

34. Yamamoto and Tschudin [147, 141, 146] (2005) aims: synthesis, robustness, dynamic
or adaptive behavior; representations: information distributed over the network and
linear programs; optimization method : evolutionary algorithms, see also Section 3.3.5
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4.5.3 Wireless or Mobile Computer Networks

35. Weise et al. [197, 198] (2007–2008) aims: synthesis, dynamic or adaptive behavior;
optimization method : evolutionary algorithms

4.6 Routing

4.6.1 General Networks or Theory

36. Christensen et al. [199] (1997) aims: QoS features, costs; representation: integer
strings; optimization method : evolutionary algorithms

37. Kirkwood et al. [110] (1997) aims: synthesis, robustness; representation: trees; opti-
mization method : evolutionary algorithms, see also Section 3.2.1

38. Zhu et al. [200] (1998) aim: synthesis; representation: integer strings; optimization
methods: evolutionary algorithms and local search

4.6.2 Computer Networks in General

39. Kirkwood et al., see entry 37.

40. Munetomo et al. [114, 115, 116, 117] (1997–1999) aims: self-organization, robust-
ness, dynamic or adaptive behavior; representations: integer strings and information
distributed over the network; optimization method : evolutionary algorithms, see also
Section 3.2.2

41. Ko et al., see entry 8.

42. Di Caro and Dorigo [121, 120, 122] (1998–2004) aims: self-organization, robustness,
dynamic or adaptive behavior; representation: information distributed over the net-
work; optimization method : ACO/ant agents, see also Section 3.2.3

43. Bonabeau et al. [201] (1999) aim: dynamic or adaptive behavior; representation: in-
formation distributed over the network; optimization method : ACO/ant agents

44. Fei et al. [202] (1999) aims: robustness, QoS features; representation: bit strings

45. Liang et al. [123, 124] (2002–2006) aims: robustness, dynamic or adaptive behav-
ior; representation: information distributed over the network; optimization methods:
evolutionary algorithms and ACO/ant agents, see also Section 3.2.3

46. Sim and Sun [203] (2002) representation: information distributed over the network;
optimization method : ACO/ant agents

4.6.3 Telecommunication Networks in General

47. Cox, Jr. et al. [204] (1991) aims: QoS features, costs, dynamic or adaptive behavior;
representation: integer strings; optimization method : evolutionary algorithms

48. Schoonderwoerd et al. [119, 64, 118] (1996–1997) aims: synthesis, self-organization,
robustness, QoS features, dynamic or adaptive behavior; representation: information
distributed over the network; optimization method : ACO/ant agents, see also Sec-
tion 3.2.3

49. Christensen et al., see entry 36.

50. Zhu et al., see entry 38.
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51. Lukschandl et al. [205, 206, 207] (1999–2000) aims: robustness, costs; representation:
linear programs; optimization method : evolutionary algorithms

52. Galiasso and Wainwright [208] (2001) aims: synthesis, costs; representation: integer
strings; optimization methods: evolutionary algorithms and Memetic Algorithms

53. Sandalidis et al. [209] (2001) aim: dynamic or adaptive behavior; representation:
information distributed over the network; optimization method : ACO/ant agents

4.6.4 Optical Networks in General

54. Wang et al. [210] (2004) aim: QoS features; optimization method : evolutionary algo-
rithms

4.7 Load Balancing and Call Admission

4.7.1 Computer Networks in General

55. Munetomo et al., see entry 40.

56. Oates and Corne [211] (2001) aim: QoS features; representation: integer strings;
optimization methods: evolutionary algorithms, local search, and Simulated Annealing

57. Zapf and Weise [212, 213] (2007) aims: synthesis, self-organization; representation:
bit strings; optimization method : evolutionary algorithms

4.7.2 Telecommunication Networks in General

58. Schoonderwoerd et al., see entry 48.

4.8 Peer-To-Peer Systems

59. Iles and Deugo [130] (2002) aims: robustness, dynamic or adaptive behavior; repre-
sentation: trees; optimization method : evolutionary algorithms, see also Section 3.2.6

60. Forestiero et al. [214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219] (2005–2008) aims: self-organization,
QoS features, dynamic or adaptive behavior; representation: information distributed
over the network; optimization method : ACO/ant agents

4.9 Broadcast and Multicast

4.9.1 General Networks or Theory

61. Christensen et al., see entry 36.

62. Zhu et al., see entry 38.

63. Comellas and Giménez [125] (1998) aims: synthesis, QoS features; representation:
trees; optimization method : evolutionary algorithms, see also Section 3.2.4

4.9.2 Computer Networks in General

64. Fei et al., see entry 44.

65. Grace, see entry 30.
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4.9.3 Telecommunication Networks in General

66. Christensen et al., see entry 36.

67. Zhu et al., see entry 38.

68. Galiasso and Wainwright, see entry 52.

4.9.4 Other

69. Jaroš and Dvořák [127] (2008) aims: synthesis, QoS features; representation: integer
strings; optimization methods: Memetic Algorithms and estimation of distribution
algorithms, see also Section 3.2.5

4.10 Security and Intrusion Detection

4.10.1 Computer Networks in General

70. Heady et al. [156] (1990) aim: synthesis; representation: bit strings; optimization
method : evolutionary algorithms, see also Section 3.4.1

71. Song et al., see entry 29.

72. Song et al. [162, 161] (2003) aim: synthesis; representation: linear programs; opti-
mization method : evolutionary algorithms, see also Section 3.4.1

73. Liu et al. [220] (2004) aim: synthesis; optimization method : evolutionary algorithms

74. Mukkamala et al. [160] (2004) aims: synthesis, robustness; representation: linear
programs; optimization method : evolutionary algorithms, see also Section 3.4.1

75. Lu and Traore [157] (2004) aim: synthesis; representation: integer strings plus
genotype-phenotype mappings; optimization method : evolutionary algorithms, see also
Section 3.4.1

76. Folino et al. [158] (2005) aim: synthesis; representations: trees and linear programs;
optimization method : evolutionary algorithms, see also Section 3.4.1

77. Hansen et al. [165] (2007) aim: synthesis; representation: linear programs; optimiza-
tion method : evolutionary algorithms, see also Section 3.4.1

4.10.2 Wireless or Mobile Computer Networks

78. LaRoche and Zincir-Heywood [164] (2005) aim: synthesis; representation: linear pro-
grams; optimization method : evolutionary algorithms, see also Section 3.4.1

4.11 Agent Cooperation (non-ant)

4.11.1 General Networks or Theory

79. Werner and Dyer [149] (1992) aim: synthesis; representation: integer strings plus
genotype-phenotype mappings; optimization method : artificial life, see also Sec-
tion 3.3.6

80. Andre [221] (1995) aim: synthesis; representation: trees; optimization method : evolu-
tionary algorithms

81. Qureshi [222, 223, 224] (1996–2001) aim: synthesis; representation: trees; optimization
method : evolutionary algorithms
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82. Iba et al. [150, 151, 152, 225] (1996–1999) aims: synthesis, robustness; representation:
trees; optimization method : evolutionary algorithms, see also Section 3.3.6

83. Mackin and Tazaki, see entry 26.

4.11.2 Computer Networks in General

84. Nakano and Suda [172, 171, 173] (2004–2007) aims: self-organization, QoS features,
dynamic or adaptive behavior; representations: real vectors and information dis-
tributed over the network; optimization method : evolutionary algorithms, see also
Section 3.5.2

85. Zapf and Weise, see entry 57.

4.11.3 Telecommunication Networks in General

86. Schoonderwoerd et al., see entry 48.

4.12 Software Configuration

87. Grace, see entry 30.

88. Iles and Deugo, see entry 59.

89. Xi et al. [170] (2004) aim: QoS features; representation: integer strings; optimization
methods: local search and Simulated Annealing, see also Section 3.5.1

90. Nakano and Suda, see entry 84.

4.13 Hardware Design and Configuration

4.13.1 Computer Networks in General

91. Martin et al., see entry 23.

4.13.2 Wireless or Mobile Networks in General

92. Choo et al. [226] (2000) aim: synthesis; representation: bit strings; optimization
method : evolutionary algorithms

93. Lohn et al. [227] (2004) aim: synthesis; representation: real vectors; optimization
method : evolutionary algorithms

94. Villegas et al. [228] (2004) aim: synthesis; optimization method : evolutionary algo-
rithms

95. Koza et al. [229] (2005) aim: synthesis; representation: trees; optimization method :
evolutionary algorithms

96. John and Ammann [230, 231] (2006) aim: synthesis; representation: bit strings; opti-
mization method : evolutionary algorithms

97. Chattoraj and Roy [232] (2006) aim: synthesis; representation: bit strings; optimiza-
tion method : evolutionary algorithms
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4.14 Algorithm Synthesis

4.14.1 Computer Networks in General

98. Weise et al. [233, 234] (2007–2008) aim: synthesis; representation: integer strings;
optimization methods: evolutionary algorithms and local search

99. Weise et al. [235] (2007) aim: synthesis; representation: bit strings; optimization
method : evolutionary algorithms

4.14.2 Wireless or Mobile Computer Networks

100. Weise and Geihs [236, 237, 238] (2001–2006) aims: synthesis, robustness; representa-
tion: linear programs; optimization method : evolutionary algorithms

101. Weise et al. [239, 240] (2007) aim: synthesis; representation: linear programs; opti-
mization method : evolutionary algorithms

5 Conclusions

In this study, we gave a short overview on the wide variety of applications of global opti-
mization to distributed systems. For the last ten years, this has been one of the most active
research areas in Evolutionary Computation, with many researchers steadily contributing
new and enhanced approaches.

We not only provided a representative list and classification of publications, but also
introduced many interesting approaches in a detailed. Yet, we can only provide a small
glimpse on the real amount of work available. The master’s thesis of Kampstra [2] is now
already three years old and referenced over 400 papers. From the related work section of
the papers that we have summarized we know that there should exist at least another 200
contributions not mentioned in his list or not yet published when it was compiled.

Practitioners in the area of networking or telecommunication tend to feel skeptical when it
comes to the utilization of randomized or bio-inspired approaches for optimizing, managing,
or controlling their systems. One argument against them is that the worse case may be
unpredictable although they may provide good results in average.

Nevertheless, certain problems (like the Terminal Assignment Problem, see Section 3.1.1)
are NP-hard and therefore can only be solved efficiently with such approaches, which, of
course, goes hand in hand with a certain trade-off in terms of optimality, for instance. In
static design cases, the worse case scenario in which an EA would create inferior solutions,
can be ruled out by checking its results before the actual deployment or realization.

Furthermore, in practice additional application-specific constraints are often imposed
on standard problems. The influence of these constraints on the problem hardness and
the applicability of the well-known solutions is not always easy to comprehend. Thus,
incorporating the constraints into a global optimization procedure tends to be much easier
than customizing a problem-specific heuristic algorithm. Assume that we want to find fast
routes in a network which are also robust against a certain fraction of failed links. If we
have an EA with an objective function that measures the time a message travels in a fully
functional network, it is intuitively clear that we can extend this approach by simply applying
this function to a couple of scenarios with randomly created link failures, too. Creating a
corresponding extension of Dijkstra’s algorithm, however, is less straightforward.

Nature-inspired approaches have not only shown their efficiency in static optimization
problems, but were proven to be especially robust in dynamic applications, too. This is
especially interesting in the looming age of networks of larger scale. Wireless networks
[241, 242, 243], sensor networks [244], wireless sensor networks [245]), Smart Home networks
[246, 247], ubiquitous computing [248, 249], and more require self-organization, efficient
routing, optimal parameter settings, and power management. We are sure that nature and
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physics-inspired global optimization methods will provide viable answers to many of these
questions which become more and more eminent in the near future.

When condensing the essence of this summary down to a single sentence, “Evolutionary
Computing in Telecommunications – A likely EC success story”, the title of Kampstra’s
thesis maybe fits best. We believe that the likely is no longer required, since many of the
methods developed already reached engineering-level applicability.
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